
 

 
AIRBNB SEO & RANKING TIPS

#1 Make your listing stand out:

Ensure your listing is as complete as possible. All

descriptions and checklists to be completed. 

Create a great host profile and get verified with a copy

of ID and a profile photo. 

Your listing title is the first thing to appear in searches

so make it attractive and unique. Mention one of your

selling points in the title e.g Stone Cottage on Working

Flower Farm

Descriptions should be well thought out and detailed.

Ask for an outsiders perspective if you have writers

block.

Use high quality professional photos. Ensure your lead

photo is attractive and gives a true reflection of your

space. 

#2 Be responsive and flexible:

Keep your response rate as high as possible (use the

Airbnb App for quicker turn around time). The quicker

you respond, the more likely the booking will be

confirmed and Airbnb recognizes you as a responsive

host. Hosts who reply within an hour have a higher

ranking. 

Turning on Instant Book will also improve response time

and help attract last minute bookings. 

Set your minimum stay duration to 1 night. The more

search permutations that your listing satisfies, the more

your booking will appear in results.

Avoid cancelling bookings. Airbnb penalizes hosts who

cancel bookings, as this seriously inconveniences guests.

Make sure to only accept bookings you know you can

see through. Centralize your other booking platform

calendars to avoid double bookings. 

 

 

 

 

Airbnb’s search engine works with algorithms to rank all listings.

The more your listing will appear at the top of searches, the more

chance a guest will book with you. It's crucial to maintain your

listings correctly and to remain consistantly active on the site. 



 

#3 Reviews and wishlists are gold:

The more you collect positive feedback and get 5-star

reviews, the more Airbnb will showcase you as a host.

If you are new to Airbnb and don’t have any reviews yet,

ask your friends to recommend you as a host under the

“Profile” and then "References” sub-menu.

Use your reviews to improve your descriptions. Find out

what people enjoyed most and include these in your

write ups. 

Guests can “like” your listing and add it to their wishlist.

Airbnb will know that your listing has the potential to be

booked and the more they will show it to the top. Ask a

few family, friends and colleagues to do this on their

personal profiles to boost the listing. 

#4 Update your calendar and pricing regularly:

Airbnb’s algorithm tags hosts who regularly update their

calendars as both active and responsive. You can simply

block out dates in the future then immediately free them

up again as a way to show activity.

Keep your pricing competitive and relevant to the area,

time and demand. Check your area stats frequently. 

Beginners are encouraged to start below rivaling rates

until their reviews build up and their responsiveness

reflects on their profiles.

It may save you time to utilize Airbnb’s internal smart

pricing features or even some external value

optimization software such as BeyondPricing, Perfect

Price, PriceLabs or Wheelhouse.

Make sure you log in regularly. Airbnb takes note of how

much time you spend on the site, and once again, effort

is rewarded with ranking. 

 

 

 

 

 


